
Interested parties database
Connecting you with distressed asset opportunities

At Quantuma we connect buyers and investors with potential purchases of 
distressed assets based on their investment preferences. We do this by offering 

our referral network and professional connections access to register their client’s 
investment preferences on our ‘interested parties database’.

As a leading advisory practice with extensive experience in restructuring and 
insolvency assignments and corporate finance deal structuring, we work across a 
broad range of industry sectors and with asset types of all values. This means we 

can connect your clients to all kinds of investment opportunities.

1.

Once you are on the database, we will 
then look to match any preferences 

with assets we are working with.

We will then share details of the asset 
with you by emailing you a branded 

document with further details of 
any assets that you can then 

in turn share with 
your client(s). 

3.

To add new clients on the 
database you simply need to 
complete an additional form. 
We will always connect your 

details to all client 
entries  

4.

Industry 
sectors

Investment 
values

UK and international 
geographies

Warning: registering on the database or any promotion of 
any assets will not constitute investment or financial advice.

How to get in touch
To discuss our interested parties database please get in touch with your usual Quantuma contact.

The form allows 
you to add your 

client’s investment 
preferences 

including

If you would prefer that we 
don’t contact your clients 

directly we can make a note 
on the database to always 

share any opportunities with 
you and you alone.

If you would prefer that we 
don’t contact your clients 

directly we can make a note 
on the database to always 

share any opportunities with 
you and you alone.

We then manage a central 
database of all businesses 
and assets for sale where 
we are appointed. We also 

have access to other 
businesses and assets for 

sale through other
3rd parties.

2.

To register to be the first to be made 
aware of distressed asset investment 

opportunities, you simply need to 
complete a quick online form. 

To get access to the form
simply contact your Quantuma 

relationship partner.

Here’s how it works


